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C.D. REVIEWS 

Hi there, Kats and Kittens.  It’s Boppin’ 

Bryan (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. 

Bryan Clark) up front on page 1 with a 

look at some more rockin’ CD releases  

 
 
Rockin’ The Blues – Wynoine Harris – (Proper 

PROPERBOX 20) 

 
Now this has to go down as the bargain of the 
year for the Kats and Kittens out there who love 
blues shouting and in blues shouting-dom they 
come no greater than Wynoine “Mr Blues” Harris. 
This 4 CD set (retailing at around £15) covers the 
first six years of Harris’s recording career 
between 1944 and 1950. The meatiest rockiin’ 
chunks are found on CD 4 where we find King 
klassics such as ‘Good Morning Judge’, ‘Rock Mr 
Blues’ and ‘Mr Blues Is Comin’ To Town’ (“Say 
boys, do you hear that noise, do you hear that 
thunder sound?”) but there are some stellar 
sounds across the whole set. However, don’t 
expect the likes of ‘Bloodshot Eyes’, ‘Down Boy 
Down’ or ‘Quiet Whiskey’ in this collection as they 
were recorded in the three years following the 
box’s cut off point. So don’t get rid of Charly CD37 
just yet and definitely keep the Ace release 
“Whiskey, Women and Fish Tails”. 
 
CD 1 covers 1944-1945 and features songs cut 
for Decca, Philo (later Aladdin) and Apollo, the 
Harlem based independent. Harris’s first release 
for Decca ‘Hurry Hurry’/’Who Threw The Whiskey 
In The Well?’ in which he’s accompanied by 
Lucky Millinder’s band was commercially a 
sleeper at first then early in 1945 it finally became 
number one in the R&B chart. In July 1945 
Wynoine made a series of recordings to be 
released on the Philo label run by brothers Leo 
and Edward Messner. ‘Blues Around The Clock’ 
finds Harris in company with Johnny Otis’s All-
Stars whose personnel included embryonic jazz 

stars Howard McGhee and Teddy Edwards and 
it’s easy to see, listening to this track, where the 
Merry Mister Berry got his inspiration for 
‘Reelin’n’Rockin’ (and maybe Arthur Crudup might 
have nicked a line or two for ‘So Glad You’re 
Mine’). Otis’s band also appears on ‘Cock A 
Doodle Doo’ and ‘Yonder Goes My Baby’. In mid 
1945 Wynoine changed labels this time to the 
New York based Apollo label. His first session for 
the company (held on 2/8/45) saw him 
accompanied by Ilinois Jacquet (another jazz 
great and the first in a series of booting tenor 
saxists among whom were Big Jay McNeely and 
Joe Houston) and his All-Stars (which included 
pianist Bill Doggett). This session yielded 
‘Wynoine’s Blues’/’Here Comes the Blues’. At the 
next Apollo session, Jack McVea’s band backed 
Wynoine on a clutch of recordings that, 
interestingly, included the Buddy Johnson hit 
‘That’s The Stuff You Gotta Watch’, allegedly 
featured by Elvis in his 1955 stage act. Harris 
also does an admirable cover of Louis Jordan’s 
‘Somebody’s Done Changed The Lock On My 
Door’ and other fine Apollo songs close out CD 1, 
includiong ‘I Gotta Lyin’ Woman’ and ‘Everybody’s 
Boogie’, both of which have alternate takes in 
there as well. 
 
CD 2 is entitled “Playful Baby” and the title track 
swings along like the proverbial clappers. 1946 
saw more label hopping, first to Lionel Hampton’s 
Hamp-Tone label where Mr Blues cut a stunning 
version of Hamp’s ‘Hey Ba Ba Rebop’. Next he 
took a pit-stop at the Bullet label, operating out of 
Nashville, where the excellent ‘Dig That Boogie’ 
was nailed down (the pianist on this session was 
Herman “Sonny” Blount who in later years 
became known as Sun Ra) and by year’s end he 
was on the newly christened Aladdin label. The 
first two singles (A and B sides) round out the 
second CD and among these lies the brilliant ‘Mr 
Blues Jumped The Rabbit’. 
 
CD 3 gets off to a blistering start with Wynoine 
being pitted against contemporary/rival Joe 
Turner in a ‘Battle Of The Blues’. The guys also 
feature on two songs recorded at the ‘Battle’ 
session in ’47 but remained un-issued until their 
appearance on a Pathe-Marconi LP some years 
back. These are ‘Blues’ and ‘Goin’ Home’ and are 
great. At the end of 1947 Wynoine Harris signed 
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a contract with Syd Nathan’s King label based in 
Cincinnati with whom he spent eight successful 
and highly productive years (though he briefly 
rejoined them for two sessions in ’57 after 
spending the previous years at Atco). The first 
batch of King recorded classics close out CD 3, 
innocent little ditties like ‘I Want My Fanny Brown’, 
‘Lollipop Mama’ and ‘Granma Plays The 
Numbers’. ‘Good Rockin’ Tonight’ was apparently 
offered to Harris by Roy Brown; Harris firmly 
declined. Brown recorded the song in New 
Orleans; the record sold a million causing 
Wynoine to rethink. Wynoine recorded his version 
of ‘Good Rockin’ Tonight’ just after Christmas 
1947 and this too became a million seller. 
 
CD 4 as already mentioned, contains a whole 
slew of jump-jive goodies recorded in 1949-50, at 
a time when Mr Blues was probably the biggest 
star in the R&B firmament. He was the king of 
double-entendre and his songs (most of them) 
celebrated booze and sex which the fans lapped 
up. So, on this last volume you get things like 
‘Drinkin’ Wine’ (an inspired cover of the Stick 
McGhee hit), ‘All She Wants To Do Is Rock’ (the 
original meaning of Rock'n'Roll was, of course, 
Negro slang for copulation), ‘Good Morning 
Judge’, ‘Mr Blues Is Comin’ To Town’, ‘I Love My 
Baby’s Puddin’ (and I love the lyrics to this one), 
an interesting cover of Ruth Brown’s ‘Teardrops 
From My Eyes’ and a particular favourite of mine, 
the superb ‘Oh Babe’ (written by Louis Prima, no 
less!) So, a wonderful tribute to a wonderful 
singer. By the time of his last session for King in 
1957 the Rock'n'Roll craze had taken hold and 
the up and coming artistes generally sang songs 
about love, cars and school rather than boozin’ 
and ’shaggin’. He did a session for Roulette in 
1960 (the fruits of his labours are on Sequel’s 
“Roulette Rock'n'Roll Vol 2) and the last session 
was composed of three songs recorded for Chess 
in 1964. Five years later Wynoine Harris died 
from cancer of the oesophagus aged 54, but pick 
up this terrific box set as a reminder of one of the 
true forefathers of Rock'n'Roll - it’s an excellent 
package. 81 tracks for about fifteen quid can’t be 
bad. 

 
Modern Vocal Groups vol 6 – Various Artistes 

– Ace CDCHD817 

 
This excellent series bows out (so we are told) 
with this sixth volume, which stands up every bit 
as well as the previous five. Most of the songs 
included are by various groups from the Modern 
stable plus a few by solo artistes with a vocal 
group behind. Included in the latter category are, 
surprisingly, B.B. King and Etta James. King is 
heard on a likeable version of ‘On My Word Of 
Honour’ cut around the same time as the probably 
more famous version by the Platters for Mercury 
toward the end of 1956. Also, there’s a good 
cover of Jimmy Wilson’s Gold-band hit ‘Please 

Accept My Love’ from ’58. Etta James is featured 
on the superb blues ‘Crazy Feelin’ (a.k.a. ‘Do 
Something Crazy’) dating from around ’56. You 
might have heard a live version of this song taken 
from the Alan Freed “Rock'n'Roll Party” shows of 
1956.  
 
Marvin (Phillips) and Johnny (real name Emory 
Perry) are heard on the smooth ballad ‘Dear One’ 
- don’t forget to check out the CDs, issued on 
Ace, containing their Specialty and Modern 
recordings. Bobby Sanders, whose rare 1962 
single on the Kent subsidiary ‘You’ve Forgotten 
Me’/’Maybe I’m Wrong’ is featured, sounds like a 
dead ringer for Little Anthony on the former tune 
and like Little Anthony impersonating Dee Clark 
on the latter. Tony Allen and the Wanderers 
offer three songs, two ballads in ‘Dreamin’ and 
‘Give Me A Chance’ and a fine Latin-ish item ‘If 
Love Was Money’ (I can picture James Hunter 
singing this one). 
 
I didn’t go for ‘My Heart Is Not A Toy’ by Vina 
James and the Hi-Toppers very much. Vocally 
she reminds me of that brilliant English soul diva 
Jane McDonald. Seems little is known about 
Curley Williams who contributes two great 
ballads, ‘Be Mine’ and ‘This Heart Of Mine’. 
Gordon Skadberg’s interesting sleeve notes 
suggest that among the backing singers could be 
Jesse Belvin in view of the fact that wife Joanne 
co-authored both songs. The Cadets/Jacks have 
two songs in this collection (it’d be a good idea to 
pick up their two Ace CDs as well). Upon release 
in 1957 ‘Love Can Do Most Everything’ was 
credited to the Cadets (with Coaster-to-be Will 
‘Dub’ Jones taking lead) and ‘Dream A Little 
Longer’ from ’56 to the Jacks (with the marvellous 
Willie Davis still fronting a Cadets/Jacks group on 
lead tenor).  
 
The Rams released one single on the Flair 
subsidiary in 1955 that combined ‘Rock Bottom’ 
with ‘Sweet Thing’; there’s some fine boogie 
piano on the latter track. They eventually 
metamorphosed into Arthur Lee Maye and the 
Crowns. Don Julian was a fine singer who fronted 
the Meadowlarks (shortening their name to the 
Larks in the early 60s they had a huge dance hit 
‘The Jerk’ in 1964) and his group cut two singles 
for RPM during 1954; the two songs that formed 
the second release ‘L.F.M.S.T. Blues’ (Lookin’ For 
My Sweet Teresa) and ‘Pass The Gin’ are real 
good and I especially liked ‘Pass The Gin’ which 
seems to be loosely based on Jimmy Liggins’ 
‘Drunk’. 
 
The Senders feature on two attractive ballads 
‘One More Kiss’ and ‘Everyone Needs To Know’. 
There’s some good early 60s sounds from the 
Classics with ‘One More River’ and a ballad 
reminiscent in style of the Flamingoes by what’s 
technically regarded as an unknown group (but 
given the name of The A-rabs) entitled ‘Always 
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On My Mind’ (no, no, not that one). Two great 
rockers from the Jewels ‘She’s A Flirt’ and ‘H-
Bomb Baby’ round the whole thing out.  
 
A fine release with the super house band led by 
Maxwell Davis heard on many of the early tracks. 
Super sound (only the Bobby Sanders songs and 
the Jewels’ ‘She’s A Flirt’ appear to be dubbed 
from disc) and taken together with volumes one to 
five, this release acts as a great tribute to a great 
Hollywood based rhythm’n’blues label. 
 

Getting’ Funky: The Birth of New Orleans R&B – 

Various Artistes – (Proper PROPERBOX 28) 

 
Here’s another top value package from the 
Proper label, this time spotlighting some of the 
earliest stars, the real pioneers, of New Orleans 
rhythm’n’blues. As with the Wynoine Harris 
release, there are four CDs in this set and each 
goes under a particular heading. The first CD, for 
instance, is entitled “Piano Power” and features a 
triumvirate of troubadours, Professor Longhair, 
Archibald and Champion Jack Dupree (1910-
1992) who opens the CD with three fine sides 
recorded in 1941, one of which, ‘Junkers Blues’ 
served as a prototype for a record made by 
newcomer Fats Domino eight years later for the 
Imperial label – with complete lyric overhaul this 
became ‘The Fat Man’.  
 
Archibald (1912-1973), whose real name was 
Leon T. Gross, has seven tracks featured, all cut 
at Cosimo Matassa’s J & M studio in 1950- five 
were originally issued on Imperial and two on 
Colony (‘Crescent City Bounce’ and ’Little Miss 
Muffett’). Of the five Imperial recordings, the most 
interesting one of all has to be the two part saga 
of ‘Stackolee’ which became a huge hit for Arch in 
the R&B chart in 1950 and no doubt inspired 
Lloyd Price’s rockin’ hit version nine years later.  
 
The sides recorded by Professor Longhair 
(1918-1980) first appeared on the Mercury and 
Atlantic labels in 1949-50 and were credited to 
Roy Byrd and his Blues Jumpers (his real name 
was Henry Roeland Byrd). Of the Mercury 
recordings I particularly liked ‘Longhair Stomp’ 
with its Jimmy Yancey feel, ‘Been Foolin’ Around’ 
which has a rhythm pattern to it that would later 
be termed ‘blue beat’ and ‘Bald Head’ (an update 
of Fess’s ‘She’s Got No Hair’ peaked at number 5 
in the R&B charts in 1950. In November 1949 
Ahmet Ertegun and Herb Abrahamson cajoled the 
Professor into recording for Atlantic in New 
Orleans (J & M) rather than New York and some 
wonderful music resulted. There was a version of 
‘Mardi Gras In New Orleans’ that pointed the way 
toward the classic version recorded for Ronn in 
1959. ‘Boogie Woogie’ is a decent little mover 
with nice piano as you’d expect and ‘Longhair’s 
Blues-Rumba’ feature that rolling Latin flavoured 
rhythm that Fess favoured throughout his career. 

Great to have these early Longhair recordings (18 
in all) as part of the set. 
 
CD 2 “The Pioneers” is shared between Paul 
Gayten, Dave Bartholomew and the immortal 
Smiley Lewis. Dave Bartholomew, who of 
course led Fats Domino’s band for many, many 
years, was born in 1920 and made his recording 
debut for Deluxe in 1947 and the 1949-50 
sessions featured on this CD yielded his first hit 
‘Country Boy’. Of his nine tracks on the CD ‘Ain’t 
Gonna Do It’ grabs me the most and ‘Good Jax 
Boogie’ (referring to a popular American beer) is 
also pretty good.  
 
Paul Gayten’s songs, like Dave Bartholomew’s, 
lean towards jazz somewhat and generally appeal 
less to me than some of the New Orleans 
recordings made in 1956-57 – ‘The Music Goes 
Round And Round’ and ‘Nervous Boogie’ to name 
but two. Annie Laurie, the first great female 
superstar of Crescent City R&B, sings on a few of 
the ten tracks featuring Gayten’s band. Annie and 
Gayten duet on their big hit of 1950 ‘I’ll Never Be 
Free’ and Annie sings particularly well on two 
blues items ‘Now That You’re Gone’ and ‘Baby 
What’s New?’  
 
Smiley Lewis (1913-1966) needs little 
introduction. The seven tracks featured in this 
collection should be in most Kats’ and Kittens’ 
collections already but I’ll just point out that these 
songs come from 1950 and include such delights 
as ‘Have You Ever Loved A Woman?’ and ‘Dirty 
People’. 
 
CD 3 “The Hit Makers”, lives up to its title with 
Roy Brown, Larry Darnell and Fats Domino on 
display. Larry Darnell is best known for a 1949 
hit on Regal ‘For You My Love’. This is featured 
on CD 3 along with the blues ‘Lost My Baby’ and 
‘I’ll Get Along Somehow’ which some of you may 
know through a version recorded on Atlantic by 
Ruth Brown. Darnell appeared on film in several 
“Rock'n'Roll Revue” programmes, filmed at 
Harlem’s Apollo Theatre in 1954. These 
performances show him to be a fine singer and a 
talented artist and a CD overview of his recorded 
works is long overdue.  
 
Roy Brown (1925-1981) is without a doubt one of 
the greatest and most influential singers to ever 
come out of New Orleans. He recorded for 
Deluxe between 1947 and 1956, for Imperial 
between 1957 and 1959 and briefly went to King 
before extensively label hopping throughout the 
1960s. In the 70s, European interest in his Deluxe 
sides inspired him to tour Europe in 1978 with 
great success. He died on May 25

th
 1981. The 13 

songs featured in this collection include his 
original version of the much loved and much 
covered ‘Good Rockin’ Tonight’ from ’47 plus 
other goodies like his version of Wynoine’s 
‘Lollipop Mama’, ‘Rockin’ At Midnight’ and ‘Roy 
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Brown Boogie’.  
 
In expressing the genius of Fats Domino, I could 
literally write a book (I do wish Fats would write 
his autobiography – what a superb read that 
would be!) but instead I’ll just say that, for this set, 
we hear 12 of his earliest classics, including the 
first of umpteen million sellers ‘The Fat Man’, Hey, 
Fat Man!’ ‘Boogie Woogie Baby’ and Dr Dale’s 
favourite ‘Korea Blues’ (!) Wonderful stuff!  
 
“Hip Shakin’ Mamas, Crooners And Shouters” is 
the name given to CD 4. However, many of these 
names are new to me. Of the more familiar 
people on show, Tommy Ridgely offers his 1949 
hit ‘Shrewsbury Blues’ and Joe “Google Eyes” 
August’s two 1950 recordings ‘I Cried’ and ‘Just 
To Be With You’ are agreeably good. Jewel 
King’s ‘3 x 7 = 21’ is an early Crescent City 
classic and her other three songs ‘Don’t Marry 
Too Soon’, the swinging ‘I’ll Get By’ (not the 
standard) and ‘I Broke My Mother’s Rule’ (like 
‘Wee Baby Blues’) are also very likeable.  
 
Of the newer names to me, the attractive Chubby 
Newsome sings in a style not unlike Annie Laurie 
and of her six tracks from 1948 to 1949 I liked the 
sinuous ‘New Orleans Lover Man’ best. Alma 
“Lollipop Mama” Mundy didn’t do much for me 
voice-wise but her ‘Job For A Jockey’ moves 
along well. George Miller and the Mid-Riffs’ 
‘Boogie’s The Thing’ is a great discovery, a 
rockin’ jump-jiver with good sax and piano solos, 
James “Blazer Boy” Locks comes on like 
Charles Brown on ‘Blazer Boy Blues’ and ‘New 
Orleans Women Blues’. Erline “Rock'n'Roll” 
Harris offers an okay mover in ‘Jump And Shout’ 
and her second song is ‘I Never Missed My Baby’. 
Songs by the Johnson Brothers Combo, Little 
Joe Gaines and Hose Dwine Craven (any 
relation to John?) with ‘Mercury Boogie’ round off 
the CD and, indeed the whole package. 
 
Mention has to be made of the legendary New 
Orleans musicians featured throughout much of 
this set. They include Lee Allen, Alvin “Red” Tyler, 
Herb Hardesty and Clarence Hall (saxes), 
Salvador Doucette, Tuts Washington (pianos), 
Ernest McLean, Walter “Papoose” Nelson 
(guitars), Frank Fields, Chuck Badie (bass) and 
Earl Palmer (drums). Legends all! As with the 
Wynoine Harris set, the box comes with a booklet 
with many great pics and extensive notes by Joop 
Visser and a discography. So four CDs with 107 
tracks (many on shiny for the first time) retailing at 
about sixteen quid a throw – I’d say everyone’s a 
winner, baby! 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

THE 1950’S -- A BIRD’S 
EYE VIEW 

(Part 1) 

by Neil Foster 
 
It seems appropriate to begin these 
reminiscences in April 1950 when, along with a 
million other schoolboys, I bought the first issue of 
“EAGLE”, the new illustrated weekly for boys. 
“Illustrated weekly” you’ll notice – not a “comic”, 
because, with its careful mix of fact and fiction, its 
unashamed moral tone and high ideals, its 
unforgettable characters, like Dan Dare (recently 
back in the news but alas, up-dated for the 21

st
 

century) and the Mekon (immediately seized on 
as a nickname for an unfortunate master at my 
school), its fascinating exploded diagrams of 
trains and boats and planes and the best of Fifties 
technology, and especially its very high standard 
of draughtsmanship and colour work, it instantly 
made obsolete the old “comics” like “Rover”, 
“Wizard”, and “Hotspur”, with their cheap paper, 
scanty illustrations, stodgy chunks of small print 
and their frankly unbelievable heroes. 
 

 
 
Above all, “EAGLE” had a quality, which for me, 
sums up the 1950’s – optimism. The Second 
World War was over but rationing was still in force 
and austerity was the rule. But there was hope on 
the horizon and with the dawn of a second 
Elizabethan age in 1952 a conviction grew that it 
might, in a very different way, be as glorious as 
the first. 
 
In 1951 the Festival of Britain, celebrating the 
centenary of the Great Exhibition of 1851, made a 
very expensive but courageous affirmation of 
pride in British achievements and faith in the 
future, with the spectacular Skylon as its symbol, 
pointing up into Space, the next frontier. 
 
Space exploration was a favourite dream of the 
time and the “EAGLE”’s Dan Dare was matched 
by Radio’s Jet Morgan in the popular British serial 
“Journey Into Space”, with its eerie sound-effects. 
 
Back on earth at the same time I was taking the 
dreaded “Eleven Plus” examination, which 
decided whether one was to go to a grammar 
school or to a secondary modern. This is not the 
place to discuss whether this arbitrary selection 
featuring “intelligence” tests (“bird is to nest as 
horse is to ?”) was justified; let me point out that 
my brother and I both won through to grammar 
school but neither of us reached the heights of my 
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sister who went to a secondary modern and 
became Head Girl! 
 
The new Elizabethan era started for me one 
February morning in 1952 when the entire school 
was hurriedly assembled in the main hall to 
mourn the death of King George VI, whose death 
had just been announced. 1952 was also the year 
of the Comet, the world’s first commercial jet 
airliner but it was the next year that patriotic 
fervour reached its height in Britain. 
 
Anyone who was adolescent in 1953 will never 
forget watching the Coronation of Queen 
Elizabeth II on a tiny, 12” screen, as our family 
did, in the home of a friend. It was, quite simply, 
“The Greatest Show On Earth”, a dazzling display 
of British and foreign royalty, a triumph for the 
new technique of television outside broadcasting, 
and a tour de force by the commentator, Richard 
Dimbleby. 
 
There was one jarring note. Film of the ceremony 
had been flown to the USA for transmission on 
sponsored TV and there was great indignation in 
the British press when it was learned that pictures 
of the Queen had been intercut with those of 
J.Fred Muggs, a performing chimpanzee used in 
commercials. 
 
“Typical American vulgarity” was the general 
opinion and there were complaints about the 
commercialisation of a solemn occasion. Unless it 
was British commercialisation, of course, like 
Joan Regan warbling “In A Golden Coach” or the 
Dinky model of the same that is now a collector’s 
item, or the tea-set with the Queen’s head on it 
that my mother bought and we proudly used for 
years. It was ironic, too, that the televising of the 
Coronation was itself the biggest free plug ever 
for TV ownership and by the end of 1957, TV 
licences had outstripped those for Radio. 
 
It seemed, in that marvellous year of 1953, that 
Britain ruled not only the waves but the land and 
air as well, for at almost exactly the same time as 
the Coronation, news arrived of the conquest of 
Mount Everest by a British team led by Edmund 
Hillary (however, it was Hillary’s companion, 
Sherpa Tensing, who was allowed the honour of 
being photographed standing on the summit.) 
 
Our Headmaster decided that this stirring 
example of British (well, New Zealand and 
Nepalese) enterprise and imitative should not be 
lost on us and when a feature film entitled “The 
Conquest Of Everest” was made, he arranged a 
special showing at a local cinema, which all the 
boys had to attend. 
 
The next physical feat to stir the hearts of every 
patriotic schoolboy came unexpectedly in 1954. I 
was at a friend’s house, half-watching a very 
boring athletics meeting on TV, when suddenly 

everyone seemed to go mad, shouting and 
yelling. All eyes were on a lanky figure with eyes 
closed and face contorted with effort as he 
neared the finishing tape. Seconds later, Roger 
Bannister had scored another first for Great 
Britain, - the world’s first four-minute mile. 
 
But in that same year came reports of 
disturbances involving Teddy boys, at dance 
halls, in cafes and in the streets. These would 
grow in volume, culminating in the Notting Hill 
Race Riots of 1958, after which the cult would 
decline and vanish from the headlines. Before it 
did, however, the fashion would attract the 
attention of police, magistrates, probation officers, 
psychiatrists and clergymen and just about 
everyone with an axe to grind. 
 
But Teddy boys were always a tiny, if highly 
publicised, minority of the young. Most Fifties 
teenagers were conventional in their beliefs, 
values and ambitions and not dedicated to 
upsetting the status quo. The few movements 
which might suggest otherwise – the “Angry 
Young Men” of 1956 or the Campaign for Nuclear 
Disarmament, which led to the 1958 March on 
Aldermaston, for example, were in fact confined 
to the college- and university-educated. 
 
Socially, some things were slow to change. Bomb 
sites were still visible in some of the major cities 
right to the end of the decade; nothing was done 
about the problems of pollution and smoke control 
until the Clean Air Act of 1956, even though the 
“smogs” of the early 50’s had killed thousands; 
vast areas of slum housing still blighted the 
industrial cities of the North until the new council 
estates freed the working classes from the worst 
conditions. (In April 1958 my mother arranged a 
house-exchange with a young couple. Greatly 
excited, we left our terraced house with its outside 
toilet and no bathroom and moved into a two 
year-old semi in a quiet cul-de-sac.) 
 
Until the advent of commercial TV in 1955, Radio 
remained the favourite medium of home 
entertainment and it is not surprising that the 
Fifties are so often considered the “Golden Age of 
Radio Comedy”. There were comedians of every 
style and shows to suit all tastes, from Music Hall 
survivors like Jimmy Wheeler, Jimmy James and 
Max Wall, to the way-out humour, surrealistic 
sound-effects and private language of the Goons. 
 
In the early 50s I used to come home from school 
at lunchtime and “Workers’ Playtime” would be 
on; a variety show that was broadcast from a 
different works canteen every week. The 
audiences were pretty undemanding – every 
comedian seemed to slip in one joke about the 
foreman and one about the canteen food and 
from then on, no matter how bad his act, he went 
down a storm. 
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Some of these comedians were still going in the 
70s but I suppose one of the favourites and a 
master of radio technique was Al Read, with his 
acutely-observed slices of life: the know-all on the 
building site (“Any more tea in that pot?”), the 
nagging monologue from the “wife in the kitchen”, 
the big-mouthed football fan, the inarticulate 
drunk and other instantly recognisable types. 
 
There was a whole host of Northern comics in a 
broader, more traditional style, like Ken Platt (“I 
won’t take me coat off – I’m not stopping.” “Hee, 
hee, daft as a brush.”), Dave Morris, Norman 
Evans and Ted Lune with his toothless reading 
from his mother’s letters. 
 
There was the highly original Robert Moreton (he 
committed suicide in 1958 but that was not why 
he was original!) with his “Bumper Fun Book”, his 
gentle, bumbling telling of jokes whose punch-
lines he always mixed up and his self-deprecatory 
catch-phrase “Oh, get in there, Moreton!” and at 
the other extreme there was the manic, gabbling 

Arthur English (the fastest 
talker on Radio) with his spiv 
act and his catch-phrase 
“Open the Cage! Open the 
Cage!” 
 
And there was Tony 
Hancock, one of the very few 
comedians who would 
become an even bigger star 
on TV than he was on Radio. 
 

(To be continued) 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

Mr Angry Has His Say 
(The next in an occasional series) 

Water Palaver! 
 

Most folk my way wear wellingtons in winter and 
spring, so it was odd to find an official in shoes 
splashing through the puddles in the road before 
sinking ankle deep into where the front lawn 
would be if it weren’t sodden. 
 
“Yes?”  It turns out he's come to help me save 
water, and has a little bag comprising spare tap 
washers, a contraption that turns off your hose 
automatically when the phone rings, chemicals to 
put into the lavatory cistern which expand to 
reduce its capacity and various other bits and 
bobs which we certainly didn't have when I lived 
on the edge of the Sahara Desert. Well, I'm not 
going to let this one go, particularly since Anglian 
Water charge me £272 a year for surface water 
and sewerage charges, neither of which I get. 
 

Plus, we enjoyed (?) the wettest winter in history, 
and Hanningfield Reservoir should be at bursting 
point, unless it has a hole in the bottom, which I 
have often suspected. So, keeping a straight 
face, I asked him why I should save water?  
Petrol, yes.  Heat, yes.  Any other number of 
things, yes. But in this country, most of the time, 
water is overflowing, as the river down the side of 
my house, four soakaways, propped open 
manhole covers and a back garden that would 
more productively grow rice rather than grass 
tend to confirm. 
 
“Aha”, said he, looking apprehensively at the grey 
sky ready for yet more rain, “Eastwood,” (which is 
where we were) “is one of the driest places in the 
country.” 
 
“OK, Mr Official, how come they don't go round 
handing out water saving kits in places like 
southern California (where it never rains) or North 
Africa?” 
 
“Well”, says he, “they have desalination plants in 
these places, which are expensive”. What? More 
expensive than the £500 bill I pay annually to 
Anglian Water? 
 
I try and make a point of not shooting the 
messenger, which is advice I pass on in case you 
ever find me on your doorstep, and so I didn't 
mention raw sewage in the Thames or any other 
controversial matters.  So he has advised me on 
how to appeal against the £272 bill for surface 
water drainage and sewerage which I don't get. 
 
If I get a result, I may let you know.  But we're still 
left with the boggling fact that water officials are 
paddling round the county telling people how to 
save water, when most face the problem of how 
to dispose of it.  Amazing. 

John Howard 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

Bo Diddley 
Astoria, Charing Cross Road 
Sunday 11

th
 November 
 

I have often expressed the opinion (Keith, you 
have expressed MANY opinions – H) that some 
of the best Rock'n'Roll gigs, at least in terms of 
atmosphere, are when a Rock'n'Roll audience 
doesn’t bother turning out, specially those of the 
‘billy variety. A well attended gig certainly and for 
the most part a young, mainstream rock, near 
Indie, crowd filled the off the wall veteran venue. 
This crowd, with no preconceived ideas about 
what Bo Diddley should or should not be like, 
came to party. 
 
Okay, it could be argued that we did not get ‘You 
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Can’t Judge A Book By Looking At Its Cover’, 
‘Before You Accuse Me’, etc. and every number 
was well stretched out, but so what? A large 
genial crowd brought out the near best in him. 
Backed up by the Debbie Hastings Band which 
included another lady on keyboards (at least I 
think so – to me she looked remarkably like Jeff 
Beck in drag). 
 
Bo strolled out on to the stage with his trademark 
square guitar strung casually from his shoulder, 
looking fit and dapper in a light green suit, 
adjusting his black trilby as he greeted the 
raucous, welcoming cheers. No sign of the back 
trouble that has kept him seated on recent 
European gigs. Despite the fact that the previous 
evening he had played a gig in Greece, he 
showed not a trace of tiredness. Barely into his 
theme tune ‘Bo Diddley’ he broke a guitar string, 
soon to be rectified however as a roadie flew out 
from the wings to help the old fella out with a 
replacement. By the time he hit with ‘I’m A Man’ it 
was obvious that this large crowd was well and 
truly on his side. He followed up with ‘Road 
Runner’ and then another instrumental, which I 
could not actually work out what it was meant to 
be. A wonderful ‘Crackin’ Up’ which we tend to 
agree was one of the set’s highlights. ‘Bo Diddley 
Is A Bad Seed’ included more than a little rap, 
proving that even at 73 Bo still knows how to 
connect with a young audience.  
 
He did his ‘Remembering The 1950s’ tune that he 
always includes in his act these days, done doo-
wop style with all the name checks of long dead 
Rock'n'Roll legends getting hearty cheers from 
the young crowd. Soon the drummer had vacated 
his stool for old Bo to hit the skins with his earthy 
‘back to Africa’ drumming style. Repeated calls 
for ‘Who Do You Love’ were finally answered with 
a fine rendition before doing an excellent blues 
about a dude before hitting us with ‘Little Girl’ and 
finally a longish workout on ‘Hey Bo Diddley’ 
where we got a fleeting glimpse of the fancy foot 
work of the Bo of yesteryear. 
 
While I enjoyed the gig a great deal, when the 
show finished I decide it’s time to take a leak. A 
fair haired youth met me on the stairs throwing his 
arms into the air “Great gig! That’s Rock'n'Roll 
man! I tell you man, Bo Diddley will still be around 
in fifty years time!” before running off to join his 
mates. (Does anybody really still say “man”? – H). 
Well that’s a little optimistic son. By that time, Bo 
Diddley will be 123 – in spirit though, definitely. 

Keith Woods 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

Dining Out 

‘Tales from the Woods’ Gourmet Column by 
The Fat Bloke with the Expense Account 

 
Before the days of supermarket signs that declare 
BOGOF (buy one, get one free) and WIGIG 
(when it's gone, it's gone), the acronym BYOB 
was as common as RSVP on party invitations. 
 
Diners on a budget seek out the equivalent of 
BYOB (bring your own bottle) at new restaurants 
up and down the country which open before their 
drinks licences are issued, and for a few months 
at least, you can slurp your favourite plonk with 
dinner at supermarket prices, rather the £8 and 
up a bottle most restaurants seem to charge. 
 
That's the theory, at least. Spotted from the top of 
a bus is a sign in the Balti Lord 2 in London Road, 
opposite Chalkwell Park, in Southend, ‘Please 
Bring Your Own Bottle’, so off we trot on a Friday 
night for an evening of spicy and succulent. 
Wrong.  The Balti Lord 2 seems long since closed 
in the dark of Friday night. Solution?  The Curry 
Ghar in Sutton Road, Southend, was our last 
regular haunt when it had no licence, and the 
food was to champagne standards even if they 
couldn't sell you the champagne to go with the 
grub. 
 
Last visit, it had a licence, but the food was so 
superior, and the prices so reasonable, that it 
didn't hurt at all. Also, closed. Thus it was we 
wound up at the Gulshan, still in Sutton Road, by 
default, and any fears you may have had for the 
future of curry houses in the town were 
immediately allayed. The place was rammed with 
couples, whole families and even a birthday party 
table. The decor is curry cliché Mark Two, 
immediately after flock wallpaper and pictures of 
the Taj Mahal, and immediately prior to minimalist 
wooden floors, white walls and quartz lighting, 
featuring batik-style pictures of elephants and lots 
of wood. 
 
A smiling welcome led us to the only free table in 
the place, and a huge menu selection which can 
only have seen additions, with no deletions, since 
the restaurant opened. There are set 
suggestions, baltis of every type, and when it is 
considered the customer chooses their own 
strength on these black dished curries, the choice 
is multiplied geometrically. But I am a simple soul.  
If Methi Gost (spellings vary) is on the menu in a 
new restaurant to me, then this mixture of mutton 
and thyme is always part of my order for 
comparison purposes. 
 
Sadly, the Gulshan only scores six out of ten.  
Portion size was fine, service was fast, but texture 
was lacking, and flavour was only acceptable. 
The nan bread ordered as accompaniment was 
barely lukewarm, while the stuffed paratha was 
marginally higher in temperature. Other dishes on 
the table included Chicken Korma, chunky 
chicken in a mild cream based sauce, and two 
other curries that appeared more roseate than 
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nature allows.  These were Lamb Jelfrazi, 
ordered Madras strength, and Chicken Kory, 
different but bright shades of red, which led me to 
ruminate on the number of cochineal beetles that 
had sacrificed their lives on the altar of curry-dom, 
not a pleasant thought as you are about to tuck in. 
 
Main dishes are less than a fiver, with my Methi 
running at less than £4, rice around £1 to £1.50, 
and a selection of breads £1 to £1.50, so the 
sounds of banks breaking around the Sutton 
Road area is rarely heard (unless you head down 
to the nearby Seaview, which, to be fair, is a 
destination dine-out for special occasions). 
 
I chose accompaniments like Sag Aloo (spuds, 
plus) and Raita, (yoghurt, plus). The fact that the 
restaurant is humming with customers prove the 
bosses have got their prices, strengths, and 
service precisely the way they like it down that 
way.  Certainly, you are spoilt for choice, with 
every dish from tandooris to baltis, from birianis to 
vindaloos included on a very wide menu (literally 
and figuratively, the tables seem medium to large 
until you open four menus). Total bill for four was 
£58, well within the limits that could turn this into a 
once a week outing. Parking is a potential 
problem, smokers are tolerated, and the 
restaurant is at pavement level for those with 
difficulties. 

John Howard 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

ROCK’N’ROLL 
THERE’S NOWT SO QUEER AS FOLK!  

By Neil Foster (Part One) 
You’re all mad, you Rock’n’Rollers (My Mum) 
 
(Some time ago I wrote a series of articles with 
the above title for a Rock’n’Roll web site 

(www.redhot-n-rockin.co.uk) but this article is not 
a re-hash of that material but new stories which 

haven’t been published before.) 
 
I once received a phone call from a Teddy boy 
asking whether I was going to the funeral of a 
friend of his, Rocking Jim Berk. (That’s not his 
real name, of course, but it should have been 
when you hear what happened.) I explained that I 
wouldn’t be attending the funeral as (a) I didn’t 
know Jim and (b) if I went to the funeral of 
everyone I didn’t know, I wouldn’t have time to do 
anything else! 
 
Naturally, being a person of feeling, I asked how 
poor Jim had died and was told: “Oh, it was very 
sad. He was having a bath and reached out to the 
record player to turn over the record. He was 
electrocuted.” 
 
Stunned, I replied: “You’re joking, aren’t you? 

Only a crazy fool would take a mains-connected 
record-player into a bathroom.” Exactly! 
 
Then there was the other Ted who, while waiting 
on a railway platform, thought it would be a great 
joke if he jumped onto the railway track and put 
his ear to the rail, pretending to listen for an 
approaching train. Unfortunately, it was the live 
rail… One live rail meant one dead Ted! 
 
I’ve had a few brushes with sudden death myself 
and was lucky enough to survive a 70 mph head-
on crash in the 70’s while returning from providing 
the disco for a friend’s 21

st
 birthday celebrations 

(Chris Taylor from Southport). I was in 
partnership with Tony Marsh at the time and we 
were based at Wigan (more of that later). His 
mother was driving us home with the equipment 
as, two days before, Tony had wrapped our 
beautiful Morris Oxford around a lamp-post: like 
many drivers, he refused to walk anywhere, even 
if it was to the corner-shop for a packet of fags. 
He had hit a patch of black ice and lost control. 
 
This particular night was just as bad: misty, very 
cold and very icy and we only saw one other 
vehicle on the road in half an hour – the one that 
hit us! This was a van that took a corner too fast 
and ploughed into us. None of us had seat belts 
but by some miracle we escaped death and 
serious injury. 
 
I was hurled forward and my head hit the front 
head-restraint (and part of Tony’s head!) bending 
my glasses into an interesting bow-shape. The 
noise of the accident awoke a resident who, 
showing great presence of mind, rang for an 
ambulance and gave me a torch to warn 
oncoming motorists of the wreckage just past the 
bend. 
 
Picture the scene. You are driving through a 
sparsely populated, rural area at 1.30 am through 
swirling mist, bitter cold and black ice. Suddenly, 
right ahead you see a strange figure, waving a 
torch. It is a Teddy boy in full regalia! Blood is 
dripping from a head-wound onto his drape jacket 
and his creepers. What on earth would you think 
had happened? Perhaps this might be a new 
animated, experimental sign developed by the AA 
or RAC – “Slow – Gang-fight ahead!” I would love 
to know what those motorists thought but as I 
could see little (I am very short-sighted) I’ll never 
know. 
 
The other driver probably lost an eye and he did 
not stop bleeding for an hour (unfortunately, the 
ambulance was sent to the wrong address) and 
we were told that when his van was towed away, 
it was discovered that the entire floor was 
covered in his blood to a depth of one inch! 
 
Tony had discovered a run-down pub in the 
Wigan Pier area (the subject of music-hall jokes 
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for decades but now a fully-developed tourist 
spot) called “The Bird I’Th’Hand” which was 
desperate for custom and agreed to being 
adopted for our Rock’n’Roll campaign. We were 
given the full use of a large upstairs room which 
we transformed into a Rock’n’Roll heaven with 
posters and photos on the walls, a fully-stocked 
1958 Bal Ami jukebox and even a German cast-
iron overstrung piano, which took six of us to drag 
up the stairs. 
 
At first, all went well and for a few days in that 
scorching Summer of 1976 the pub was so 
packed that we had to stand in the road with our 
pints. Then, attendances fell off and problems 
developed. We caught one yobbo trying to rob the 
jukebox with a screwdriver so were forced to 
guard it constantly. 
 
Every Saturday night I faced the ordeal of 
travelling back on the last stopping-train to 
Liverpool which called at my home-town of 
Prescot. An ordeal, not just because there was no 
toilet on the train and so by the time I reached my 
station I had a bursting bladder, but also because 
that train was packed with all the dopeheads for 
miles around. And I was the only Teddy boy on 
the train! 
 
I was once surrounded by a gang of yobs who 
were obviously intent on provoking me into a fight 
with anti-Rock’n’Roll/anti-Teddy boy gibes but I 
refused to rise to the bait and pretended to be 
drunk/asleep. Then a very strange thing 
happened. One of the yobs suddenly jumped in 
front of me and appealed to his mates to stop 
criticizing me! And, believe it or not, they did! 
 
Tony, although he had some good ideas, was a 
bit of a dreamer. He once rang me at work, very 
excited at finding an old cinema at Billinge which 
was up for sale and would be ideal as a 
Rock’n’Roll club. “It’s only £18,000 to buy, or £60 
a week,” he told me. I looked at him in 
amazement. £60 was my take-home pay and very 
good money in the 70’s but as for the £18,000 – 
well, it might have been £180,000 for all the 
likelihood we had of raising that sum. 
 
Also, he seemed not to have noticed that cinemas 
have sloping floors and to alter that might cost 
£18,000 (or was he intending to retain this feature 
as a gimmick, to make the clientele feel that they 
were drunker than they really were?) Then, of 
course, there were all the internal adjustments/fire 
regulations and not least, persuading enough 
paying customers to visit the place. As I said, he 
was a dreamer. 
 
It was during our stay at the pub that we were 
invited to appear on the BBC “Nationwide” 
programme. The Rock’n’Roll musical “Leave Him 
To Heaven” had just garnered some publicity and 
the BBC desired our presence to explain the 

appeal of Rock’n’Roll. 
 
The Corporation paid for a taxi for each of us to 
their Manchester studios, there and back, and we 
were also paid £12 as a fee. I drank too much 
Guinness in the hospitality suite but I think I 
managed to give fairly intelligible replies to the 
inane questions from presenter Frank “Mr 
Whippy” Bough, who was wearing one of his 
ludicrous pullovers (sadly, it didn’t cover his face). 
On the way in, we passed Stuart “Laughing Boy” 
Hall, as usual grinning at nothing. 
 
The next day I travelled down to London with 
friends to attend a big Rock’n’Roll show at the Ally 
Pally and as I walked across a square in 
Greenwich, a young lad stepped out of the crowd, 
pointed at me and said, “Saw you on the telly last 
night.” And that was my 15 minutes of fame! 
 
Well, perhaps not quite as shortly afterwards, a 
TV producer working for Granada TV asked for 
the help of the VRRAS in the making of a 
documentary recalling the early days on 
Merseyside of ex-Beatles PR man, Derek Taylor. 
The film featured George Melly and old prunes 
Wilfred and Mabel Pickles in an embarrassing 
recreation of their radio show “Have A Go!” Part 
of the programme was filmed on New Brighton 
Pier (now demolished) and an opportunistic pub 
hurriedly opened up to take advantage of the 
crowds. 
 
So far, so good. Granada had agreed to reward 
all those taking part by putting on a special 
showing of “Rock Around The Clock” at a twin 
cinema (the “Phoenix”, Wallasey). Unfortunately, 
they also decided to provide free ale (the nasty 
sludge called “Brew Ten”) to everyone but only 
allowed about half an hour for its consumption. 
 
That did it. Put scores of drunken kids in a cinema 
showing “R.A.T.C.” and what do you get? 
Mayhem! Seven or eight seats were slashed, 
toilet fittings wrenched off the walls, local 
shopkeepers threatened, bus shelters damaged 
and the police advised us to get the hell out of the 
area as they were sick of hearing about us on 
their radios! 
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One of the cinema manageresses was 
incandescent with rage as we tried 
(unsuccessfully) to control the kids but the actual 
Manager was wonderfully laid-back about 
everything and remarked resignedly, “I was the 
Manager of the Odeon in Manchester when this 
film was first shown and this is a picnic compared 
with what happened then!” 
 
We even had a visit from a German TV crew later 
on. They were making a documentary about the 
early days of Rock’n’Roll on Merseyside and paid 
me £25 for my contribution. They had originally 
intended to travel to the Wigan pub for filming but 
it was too foggy on the night so instead the 
producer chose a tough pub in the Dingle (an old 
boxing pub with vintage posters on the walls). 
 
The film crew were all too young to have fought in 
World War Two, luckily, as the pub was full of 
people who had fought in that war! I recall a 
hostile customer coming up and objecting to 
being filmed (I think he must have been a jail-bird) 
but we managed to placate him. My abiding 
memory is how nervous I was and how I dried up 
when discussing Goon humour. The Germans 
asked me to give an example of this – I should 
have said, “Look around, Horst” but instead I just 
gulped like a goldfish and said nothing. 

 (To be continued) 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

Beer Necessities 
 
The Carlisle and District State Management 
Scheme (CDSMS) was introduced at the start of 
the Great War, whereby the government took 
over control of the brewing of beer, and its sale, 
along with other alcoholic beverages. It was 
introduced in the Carlisle area to protect the 
munitions factory at Gretna Green from loss of 
production, through absenteeism caused by over 
indulgence the previous evening. It was also 

introduced at Woolwich, again to protect the 
nearby arsenal. In Carlisle, it resulted in the 
contraction in the number of public houses, 
alehouses, gin palaces, and other assorted 
outlets by a staggering fifty per cent, the 
establishments that remained being the larger, 
better run premises.  
 
The number of breweries in the town was also 
rationalised (a word later to become prominent in 
the Thatcher era) and the number and the 
strength of the beers were reduced (but not the 
price), something else from the Thatcher times. At 
the same time, the licensing laws were changed 
to include control of the hours that public houses 
could open, and these were such as to control the 
amount of drink that could be consumed, i.e. they 
would close at 10pm, just after the day shift from 
the arsenal arrived (they worked 12 hour shifts 
because of the lack of manpower caused by the 
number of men away in the forces), giving time for 
only one or two drinks.  The system of buying a 
round of drinks was also outlawed, so you could 
not buy a lot of drinks in readiness for when your 
mate arrived 10 minutes before closing time. 
 
After the war things relaxed somewhat, the 
licensing laws regarding opening hours were 
bought into line with the rest of the country, along 
with other restrictions being loosened; in fact 
CDSMS went on to do very well. The beers that 
they brewed and developed went on to become 
big sellers and much sought after, winning prizes 
on many occasions. Their State Bitter is still much 
missed today. 
 
They did not neglect their public houses either, 
mainly because of the appointed architect, Harry 
Redfern, who set out to change the image of the 
public house for the better. Some houses were 
pulled down and rebuilt, some merely altered or 
extended, but all with Redfern’s flare and vision. 
Nearly all of these are still in use, and do not look 
old fashioned or dated, even by today’s 
standards, such was the excellence of the original 
concept. This was much appreciated at the time, 
one house being renamed ‘The Redfern’.  
 
Along with all this, the CDSMS actually started to 
make a profit, quite a substantial profit, by the late 
fifties, and became an embarrassment to the 
Conservative government (yes there were Tories 
before Thatcher). You could not have a 
nationalised concern making a profit. No the only 
thing to do was sell (give) it to your 
friends/supporters. And so in the late sixties Mr 
Reginald Maudling (known as Meddling 
Maudling), the then Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
sold it off to the big breweries who went on to 
become ‘The Big Six’ as CAMRA called them. But 
that’s another story… 

John Wapshott 
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☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

Loony Quotes From Comrade 

Papard 
 
The unacceptable face of the Loony Left has 
been putting pen to paper for many years. Here is 
a collection (part two) of quotations, some of 
which he would probably rather forget: 
 
ON ROCK'N'ROLL REVIVAL CLUBS: 'If nothing 
else these clubs at least provide an opportunity 
for genuine Rock’n’Roll fans to meet each other, 
and perhaps "bash" a few mods at the same time! 
(... verbal abuse should be quite sufficient to 
scare 'em off!!!) 
 
ON FREDDIE FINGERS LEE: 'Fingers Lee did 
not move me at all. I found his piano playing and 
singing pathetic.... His much acclaimed standing 
on his head bit was a let-down - a member of his 
mod-looking backing group had to support him all 
the time. However, Freddie did do an excellent 
imitation of LIBERACE!' (We were all trying to 
sound more purist than Breathless Dan Coffey - 
sorry Freddie!) 
 
SOME OTHER 'TALES FROM THE WOODS' 
READERS/CONTRIBUTORS ALSO WROTE 
FOR 'THE BOP CAT': One 'Anthony Wilkinson of 
Southend' argued in favour of Jerry Lee's Sun 
sound as opposed to the 'absolutely appalling' 
'recording techniques used at the "Smash" 
studios.' (This was before the hit-making country 
formula was found). He also described 'the so-
called Memphis Beats' as 'pretty putrid'. Tony 
cites a Mickey Gilley album of 1965 as an 
example of how Jerry Lee should be recording. 
Finally Tony says he thinks 'Greatest Live Show, 
Part II' (Fort Worth album) 'is pretty rotten'. A 
certain Ken Major wrote of Bill Haley on Ice at 
Streatham Silver Blades Ice Rink on May 20th 
1968. He mentions 'now and again a few drapes 
mooched round the perimeter looking like lost 
penguins on a glacier...' Ken then writes about a 
Roy Young gig: 'Chas Hodges, an old school-
mate of mine, is probably known to most rockers. 
He now backs Roy on brass and also provides 
piano and vocal' - obviously before the Chas and 
Dave days!) 
 
FROM LETTER TO 'MUSIC NOW' ABOUT 
WAXIE MAXIE'S COLUMN IN THAT 
PUBLICATION, SEPTEMBER 1970: 'I strongly 
object to the absolute gibberish "Waxie Maxie" 
somehow gets published in your paper. The stuff 
he's been writing lately has nothing whatsoever to 
do with Rock’n’Roll and is only of interest to 
morons.' (Sounds like a description of my column 
in TFTW!) 
 
FROM A LETTER IN THE RECORD MIRROR, 

APRIL 1972, WHEN I HAD TEMPORARY 
SWOPPED THE COMMUNIST PARTY FOR THE 
ASSEMBLY OF GOD PENTECOSTAL CHURCH: 
'All night pop festivals are nothing but huge drug-
taking sex orgies which attract long-haired 
weirdos, anarchists and revolutionaries who are 
trying to undermine what's left of our Christian 
society. Decent folks are content to hold music 
festivals in the day time - there has never been 
any trouble at the Wembley Country Music 
Festival.' 
 
ON THE SOVIET INVASION OF 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA IN AUGUST 1968: 'The 
intervention was not an interference in the internal 
affairs of Czechoslovakia – the troops of the five 
Socialist countries only went in to safeguard 
Socialism and restore the authority of the 
Czechoslovak Communist Party.... the minority of 
Czechoslovak people who demonstrated... are 
victims of bourgeois propaganda and are... being 
used by anti-Socialist elements... the vast majority 
of Czechoslovaks people...fully support the 
(Soviet installed successor to Dubcek) Comrade 
Husak.' (LETTER PUBLISHED IN 'MORNING 
STAR' 24/9/69) 'the Warsaw Pact action in 
defence of Socialism... in August 1968 
safeguarded peace in Europe by foiling the NATO 
plot to grab Czechoslovakia...thus... opening a 
corridor to the borders of the Soviet Union from 
revanchist West Germany. (LETTER PUBLISHED 
IN CND NEWSPAPER 'SANITY' IN FEBRUARY 
1970) 
 
IN DEFENSE OF HARD-LINE STALINISM: 'The 
sole purpose of the Socialist state is to crush 
classes alien to Socialism... It is therefore 
revisionist nonsense to talk about granting 
capitalists and enemies of Socialism democratic 
rights... (FROM 'MARXISM TODAY' ARTICLE, 
FEBRUARY 1971). 'J. V. Stalin, despite his faults, 
was an outstanding comrade and proleterian 
leader, a true Marxist-Leninist giant... J. V. Stalin 
should be rehabilitated and his name honoured 
alongside the names of Marx, Engels and Lenin... 
the 'dictatorship of the proletariat' must be 
enforced to crush all resistance to socialism' 
(FROM ARTICLE IN COMMUNIST 
PARTY/MARXISM TODAY PAMPHLET, 
NOVEMBER 1976) '...the Soviet Union should 
halt all emigration of Soviet citizens to Israel.' 
(FROM LETTER IN LONDON 'EVENING 
STANDARD' 22/1/75) 
 
PRAISING EAST BERLIN: 'Don't believe those 
stories you read about how drab life is behind the 
Wall... Walk along East Berlin's Friedrichstrasse 
and you will pass many gay bars and 
restaurants... the authorities are very free and 
easy and certainly East Berlin is a much safer 
place for homosexuals than London.' (FROM 
'GAY NEWS' ARTICLE, OCT/NOV 1972). 
 
AGAINST BRITAIN JOINING COMMON 
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MARKET: 'The West Germans have been itching 
to get their fingers on the nuclear trigger ever 
since the War, and that is why they are anxious 
nuclear armed Britain should join the Market. 
They may then decide the time is right to 
implement their plans to invade... huge areas of 
Eastern Europe which are still shown on all West 
German maps as being part of Germany.' (FROM 
LETTER IN UNION OF POST OFFICE 
WORKERS' 'LONDON POST' MAGAZINE, 
AUGUST 1971). 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

Shock horror! 
Tony gets all webbed up 

 

Saints Preserve Us! Not content with his column 
in 'Tales From The Woods', Papard has now 
been unleashed on to the World Wide Web with 
his ravings. (Title page includes a plug for TFTW). 
 
It is very early days, and only the themes 
underlined as links on the Home Page have their 
own Web Pages, but others will be added. The 
subjects on this page will give you some idea of 
the kind of articles that will eventually be posted. 
 
The unofficial title of the Website may well be The 
Thoughts of Chairman Papard, but the official title 
is The Unorthodox Website, and the address is as 
follows: 
 

www.btinternet.com/~Tony.Papard 
 
P.S. If anyone has any tips on Website design - 
how to include pictures in the text for instance, 
and how best to publicise Websites on the main 
search engines without paying huge fees, please 
let Tony know. Also if you want any articles or 
comments published just e-mail him. He 
confesses to being very much a learner at this 
business, so any practical hints would be 
gratefully received. 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

LINDA GAIL LEWIS WITH THE 

FIREBIRDS CD 
 
Saw this CD and another one, with some tracks 
the same as her last pre-Van Morrison CD, at the 
Half Moon, Putney on Saturday when Linda was 
showing them to anyone interested. I'm sure both 
CDs are excellent, but personally I would prefer a 
Linda Gail CD with a lot of more traditional 
country material on it - Tennessee Waltz, You 
Win Again, Pick Me Up On Your Way Down, 
Crazy Arms, He'll Have To Go (which she 
apparently did at a recent gig), etc. Do I really 

need yet another version of Whole Lotta Shakin' 
and Great Balls of Fire? I think not. 
 
Linda was in good form as usual, as were The 
Avengers who did their own set before backing 
Linda. Personally I'd have preferred more country 
material as on her last gig at this venue, but we 
did get good versions of Tennessee Waltz and I'll 
Sail My Ship Alone. 
 
Only downer really was the advance publicity in 
the Wandsworth Guardian, a free local paper, 
which said Linda Gail was the sister of 'late rocker 
Jerry Lee Lewis'. Linda wasn't too happy about 
this when I showed her the clipping. I have today 
sent off a correction to the paper assuring them 
Jerry Lee is still very much alive, referring to his 
recent 3 hour show at the Convention in 
Memphis. 
 
Some of us are determined to make the 
Convention next year as two and three hour 
shows by Jerry now seem to be the norm - you 
are lucky to get even an hour at any other venue. 
Perhaps those of us interested in going should 
get together some time. Some of us will just want 
to fly in for the Convention then straight home 
again, whilst others may want to stay longer and 
perhaps tour around. I'm at present trying to find 
out exactly how to book tickets for the Convention 
itself, so await developments 

Keep rockin', Tony Papard 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

MEMORY PLAYS TRICKS 
 
As Keith said in his article two months ago, 
memory plays tricks. I was convinced when I 
wrote my article for 'Tales From The Woods' 
Issue 10 that I had thrown pennies at The Who 
who were supporting Bill Haley at the Royal Albert 
Hall, and that the Bee Gees drummer had gone 
off crying at another show after being hit on the 
head with a bottle. 
 
However, on reading the show reviews in my old 
magazine Bop Cat/Memphis I find that when Bill 
Haley and His Comets appeared at the Albert Hall 
on May 1st 1968 the supporting acts were a 
combination Rock’n’Roll group (The Wild Angels 
and Saints And Sinners), a mod group called The 
Quotations, and Duane Eddy (backed by The 
Quotations). It seems it was the drummer of The 
Quotations who got hit on the head with a bottle, 
and it was this group which got things thrown at 
them. A girl also attacked one of the go-go girl 
dancers they brought on stage whilst The 
Quotations were backing Duane Eddy. 
 
Nevertheless I am convinced I saw The Who 
somewhere supporting a Rock’n’Roll act and that 
we threw pennies at them. I am pretty sure it was 
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the Albert Hall too, but who else was on the bill. 
Anyone remember? 
 
Tony Papard 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

SOUL KITCHEN 
 

Hello Folks. I've just left my 
soul pantry, arms full of 
goodies for our soul 
Christmas pudding, should 
be plenty left over to stuff Dr 
Dales turkey. 

 
As anyone who's attempted to compile any sort of 
top ten, it's always immensely difficult, what do 
you leave out? Well here goes for the first time 
anywhere, Soulboy reveals his inner soul and 
commits to print his all time TOP TEN SOUL 
sides. 
 
GENE CHANDLER - NOTHING CAN STOP ME - 
(Stateside/Constellation 1965). 
Familiarly to everyone. I get withdrawal symptoms 
if I don't play this amazing piece of vinyl regularly. 
Written by Curtis Mayfield, a classic 60s soul 
record I simply never tire of. Brilliant. 
 
EDDIE HOLLOWAY - I AM WHO REALLY 
LOVES YOU - (H&H 1981) 
Previously out on Dealers Choice as "I Am The 
One" in 1978. Obviously he didn't have any luck 
wooing his lady back then, so he gave it another 
shot in 1981. He wails and pleads even more so 
"I Am The One", to no avail. Brilliant deeeeep 
soul. 
 
KIP ANDERSON - I WENT OFF AND CRIED - 
Excello 1968) 
Another case of lost love, guaranteed goose 
pimples. Suicidal pain that's hard to imaging 
anyone putting down on record. As deep as it 
gets and more. He survived to appear at this 
year's Utrecht blues festival. He performed this 
particular song, not surprisingly a lot smoother 
than the record, but to me it was the tune of the 
festival. 
 
BOBBY McCLURE - TO GET WHAT YOU GOT - 
(Hi 1978) 
Another gem that gets a regular spin. Superb 
dead slow melodic love ballad, from a very 
underrated soul artist. 
 
SPENCER WIGGINS - SOUL CITY USA - (Bell 
1969) 
A great up-tempo slab of soul from a master. By 
far my favourite of the soul dancing across the 
USA type of thing. 
 

RONNIE McNEIR - WENDY IS GONE - 
(London/Prodigal 1975) 
Needs no introduction. One of the many gems 
recommended by Dave Godin when he had his 
Blues and Soul Mag column. As was Jean Plum's 
"Look At The Boy" (London/Hi). Dave was always 
up front with his reviews of quality soul records. 
 
DETROIT SPINNERS - I'LL BE AROUND - 
(Atlantic 1972) 
Even Soulboys cry sometimes. I guess everyone 
has a particular tune that tugs at the heart, for that 
someone special that has passed through their 
life. This is mine. 
 
NOTATIONS - THINK BEFORE YOU STOP - 
(Gemigo 1975) 
Almost any track from the Notations album, 
'NOTATIONS' (Gemigo) would merit a place in 
my top ten. A definite all time top 5 album. I'm 
going with "Think Before You Stop", group soul at 
its very best. Clifford Curry's (not the "I Shot A 
Hole In My Soul" Curry, I stand corrected) soaring 
lead vocals are pulsating. Although the group 
were consistent R&B hitmakers in the mid-
seventies, they never achieved the lasting status 
they so richly deserved. 
 
No all time soul chart of mine could be complete 
without these two soul giants. So many classics 
it's hard to choose just the one by each. 
BOBBY WOMACK - HOW COULD YOU BREAK 
MY HEART - (LP Roads Of Life 1979) 
My choice is Bobby at his very best. Will we ever 
get more real soul from Bobby in the future? I'm 
going to squeeze in a 9½ (sit down Dr Dale). 
Another humdinger from Bobby is a track from the 
album 'WOMAGIC' - ( MCA 1986) "The Things 
We Do (When We're Lonely)". 
 
CURTIS MAYFIELD - SOUL MUSIC - 
(Pye/Buddah LP Give Get Take and Have 1976) 
Another very hard choice from so many classic 
recordings by Curtis/Impressions. "Soul Music" 
The lyrics sum it up... "Down in the basement 
there's a secret place, where people dance all 
night, swinging in and out , to and fro, soul 
music". A majestic recording. Curtis is properly 
the greatest soul singer of all time, he certainly is 
my number one. 
 

CD OF THE MONTH/YEAR 
O V WRIGHT - Giant Of 
Southern Soul - 

Connoisseur 353 
 
What can you say about a release like this. You 
know before even playing it, it's going to be 
awarded 5 Soulboys, or as this is the Christmas 
issue, puddings. 
 
Tennessee born Overton Vertis Wright really 
needs no introduction. A forerunner in the 
southern soul tradition, and a huge influence on 
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many of today's real soul artists. This is the first 
UK CD release, containing the best of his 
Blackbeat/ABC material, including both A and B 
sides, recorded between 1965-1975, correctly 
sequenced, and all produced by the legendary 
Willie Mitchell. I'm not kidding when I say each of 
the 25 tracks is a gem. Looking at the track 
listing, have there ever been so many soul 
classics by an individual artist on one CD? I think 
not, not today anyway. From the opening note of 
each track you just know something special is 
about to happen. Naturally, a good portion of 
what's on offer here are on treasured 45s, so I 
know what's coming, but there are some 
surprises. "What Did You Tell This Girl Of Mine" a 
driving soul gem, with a backing to die for. "What 
More Can I Do (To Prove My Love To You)" is 
one of his later recordings for ABC, you can 
witness on this track Willie Mitchell's production 
as possibly the birth of what was to become 
known as the HI sound, I can't help drawing 
comparisons with some of Al Green's best work, a 
brilliant track. 
 
O V has one of the very best soul voices ever, 
emotionally intense in its delivery, you know he’s 
living the dam things. The CD is crammed with 
soul classics "You're Gonna Make Me Cry", 
"Gone For Good", "Eight Men Four Women", "Ace 
Of Spades", "A Nickel and A Nail", and so it goes 
on. There's no more to say except this is an 
essential purchase, and should be in everyone's 
Christmas stocking. In fact if this gem ends up in 
your stocking, you must believe there is a Santa 
Claus after all.  
5+ Xmas puddings. 

 
 

LIVE - LEON WARE - Jazz 
Cafe 
There are well known soul 
legends, then there are others 
who can generally lay claim to 
this status, such as 61 year old, 
Detroit-born legendary soul 

singer, producer, songwriter Leon Ware. He last 
played in London back in November 1995, so a 
rare chance to see Leon has to be grabbed. Leon 
has a musical history that stretches way back, 
and comparisons with Marvin Gaye are often 
slanted his way, which is not surprising as he had 
a major contribution in the making of the classic 
album 'I WANT YOU' as co-writer, arranger and 
producer. 
 
The messenger (his word) strode on stage to 
delirious applause, yet another amazing soul hat, 
(a deer stalker?) Backed by a six piece band plus 
two female backing singers. Opening with "Instant 
Love", from the highly acclaimed 1976 (recently 
re-released) CD 'MUSICAL MASSAGE', as were 

"Share Your Love", "Holiday", all performed in his 
own unique sophisticated laid back style. Us 
disciples were eating out of his hands, hanging 
onto every word of his smooth vocals, lapping up 
the in-between patter about journeys and love. 
His act had many highlights, including a superb 
"Rockin You Eternally", his immortal jogging 
classic "Why I Came To California", and from his 
latest straight jazz CD 'CANDLELIGHT', came a 
brilliant "Let Go", a delightful bossa nova groove. 
The real treat was of cause his own passionate 
renditions of two self penned numbers for Marvin 
Gaye "I Want You", and "After The Dance". 
Finishing off his set with, to me an unfamiliar, but 
a superb funky up-tempo "Sumpthin Sumpthin" 
that had the audience ecstatic. An encore was 
demanded, and was rewarded. A truly great 
among the star souls. What he brings to my table, 
is welcome anytime. 
 
Brilliant evening. 
 
Foot note...He had a song in the porno movie 
DEEP THROAT "Bubbles". 
 
Soulboy’s yuletide top, mulled wine and mince 

pie, ten for this year. 
 

James Brown  Lets Make Christmas Mean 
Something This Year 

John Lee Hooker  Blues For Christmas 
Freddy King  I Hear Jingle Bells 
Johnny & Jon  Christmas In Vietnam 
Rudy & the Rialtos  Christmas Tears Will Fall 
Sonny Parker  Boogie Woogie Santa 
Marvin Sease  Funky Christmas 
Butter Beans & Susie Papa Ain't No Santa 

Claus 
Bab's Gonzalez Be-Bop Santa Claus 
Huey Smith & the Clowns Silent Night 
Preston Shannon Merry Christmas Baby 
Who's counting? 
 
SOUL BIRTHDAYS 
The only Christmas day soul birthday I can find is 
Chris Kenner, but sadly he passed on in 1976. 
JERRY BUTLER 8

th
 December (Born 1939) 

GWEN McCRAE 21
st
 December (Born 1943) 

BETTY WRIGHT  21
st
 December (Born 1953) 

 
REMEMBERING 
OTIS REDDING Died 10th December 1967  Born  

9th September 1941 
SAM COOKE Died 11th December 1961  Born 

22nd January 1931 
I can assure you, neither of these two greats have 
been spotted in fish and chip shops. 
 
XMAS WORDS. 
I'm a snowman with an ice cube for a heart. 
Lonnie Mack "Snow On The Mountain" 
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Don't forget Mark Lamarr’s Christmas day show 
on BBC London. It's traditional, so no reason why 
not this year. Always good rocking fun. 
 
It just leaves me to say, 
I'm off to pull my cracker. 
I hope everyone has a 
wonderful soulful 
Christmas. Remember 
soul is not just for 
Christmas, so until next 
time, Keep On Keeping 
On..... 

         Snowboy 
 
 
 

�      �      �      � 
 
 
 

George Harrison 
1943 – 2001 

 'Tales From The Woods' will be 
paying tribute to the former Beatle 

in the February edition. 
 
 

 

�      �      �      � 
 

The Rooster Crowed Over 
Burgess Hill 

 
Howlin’ Wolf’s Antique Rocker 

 
Ageing Rolling Stone Bill Wyman was a guest on 
Jonathan Ross’s Radio 2 show recently; primarily 
to plug his British R&B radio series and ‘Blues 
Odyssey’ book. During the show, Ross asked 
Wyman to nominate the ideal introductory blues 
record, and Bill (pleasantly) surprised us all with 
his exemplary choice of Howlin Wolf’s ‘Rockin’ 
Chair’ LP – that’s the one with Don Bronstein’s 
arty cover composition of a ‘Dart’ guitar leaning 
against an antique rocker, but with no apparent 
title – just Wolf’s name. 
 
What was odd about this LP was that it never saw 
a UK release. In the early 1960s, Pye 
International was churning out Chess vinyl by the 
truckload, so how on earth did it manage to fail to 
attract the attention of Louis Benjamin’s minions 
at Pye? After all, Wolf’s European stock had 
never been higher following appearances with 
American Folk Blues Shows and on a surreal 
‘Juke Box Jury’;  
and he even dented the UK top 30 with 

‘Smokestack Lightning’ – a mind blower to this 
day. Indeed, it is a pity this Wolf LP never made it 
to the Pye R&B series, as this was a fine 
catalogue noted for its excellent sound quality. 
For example, ‘The Best of Little Walter’ on Pye 
has a far superior sound to the expensive Chess 
original, and so does ‘Muddy Waters at Newport’ 
(and with vinyl so thick you needed a fork-lift truck 
to get it onto the Dansette or Garrard!). 

 
The affectionately named ‘Rockin’ Chair’ album 
marked a sea-change in Wolf’s style. He had 
ditched his club combo in favour of a crack 
electric blues outfit including ace guitarists Hubert 
Sumlin and Freddy Robinson, the wonderful 
steam pianist Johnny Jones, and the pumping 
string bass of Willie Dixon. Blues Boy Jr recalls 
congratulating Wolf on the quality of the session 
men at Twickers in 1965 – to which the Big Man 
retorted “What do you mean? These are ma 
records!” Now to the songs themselves: Dixon’s 
pen was going through a purple patch – just look 
at these titles (all on the LP): ‘The Red Rooster’, ‘ 
Spoonful’, ‘Wang Dang Doodle’, ‘Back Door Man’, 
‘Down In The Bottom’. The Wolf/Dixon version of 
St. Louis Jimmy’s ‘Going Down Slow’ is without 
parallel. Mind you, the super critical would say 
that the LP isn’t quite ‘perfetto’. If only the 
subsequent Chess 45 – yes, we’re talking about ‘I 
Ain’t Superstitious’ and ‘Just Like I Treat You’ – 
had been included, the album really would be 
blues heaven. 
 
Still, despite no UK release, we were able to 
acquire the ‘Rockin’ Chair’ LP tracks by way of 
two Pye EPs, 45s, and Chess singles. 
Nevertheless, guys in the know still snapped up 
LP 1469 on import, perhaps less than 1,000 
copies were pressed. Those of us ignorant of the 
album’s rising reputation (and price) thought the 
Pathe-Marconi reissue of the 1980s might 
belatedly plug the gaping hole in our collections. 
Mais, sacre bleu, the sound was abysmal, even 
by French standards. 
 
Today, the train has well and truly left the station. 
Only rarely does a copy come up on lists. Even 
then you are likely to get trampled in the rush 
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despite a minimal price of $200. A happy ending 
though: Blues Boy Jr has just managed to get a 
copy, almost 40 years after release. How much? 
It doesn’t matter. It’s the music that counts and 
the music is priceless! This particular ‘Rockin’ 
Chair’ will rock on forever. 

 
Footnote: 
There is no self-serving publicity from ole Blues 
Boy himself in this edition; he is otherwise 
engaged as there is a new Juke Blues imminent 
(yes, it’s now in preparation, honest, as Cilla and 
the budgies have survived the move). However, 
despite an exhausting timetable that would totally 
flummox Thameslink, he found time to tell me that 
Wolf’s ‘Oh Red’- never a favourite amongst 
bluesers – was a red-hot record with the jivers at 
Camber’s ‘ Rhythm Riot!’ What in the world would 
Wolf have said about that?! 

Blues Boy Jr. 
 

The next gang meet up will be at another 
new venue. 

Friday 28th December, at the  
The Ivy House,  

situated approximately 200 metres (yards 
in old money – H) north of Holborn tube 
station along Southampton Row. It’s on 
the opposite side of the road from the 

Princess Louise and another 150 metres 
further down. 

From 18:30 hours onwards. 
Depart for a meal at approx. 20:30. 

Hope to see as many of you as possible 
for our special Christmas meet up. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

Shaky Lee’s December DiaryShaky Lee’s December DiaryShaky Lee’s December DiaryShaky Lee’s December Diary    
 
Many happy rockin’ returns to our December 
birthday cats and chicks: 
1

st
 Let There Be Drums – Sandy Nelson (1938) 

4
th
 Buzz Buzz A-Diddle-It – Freddy Cannon 

(1940) 
5

th
 Keep A Knockin’ – Little Richard (1932) 

7
th
 Seventeen – Boyd Bennett (1924) 

9
th
 Ooh Poo Pah Doo – Jessie Hill (1932) died 

17/9/96 
10

th
 The Things That I Used To Do – Guitar Slim 
(1926) died 7/2/59 

11
th
 Little Miss Dynamite – Brenda Lee (1944) 

11
th
 Hound Dog – Big Mama Thornton (1926) 
died 25/7/84 

14
th
 Whirlwind – Charlie Rich (1932) died 25/7/95 

15
th
 Don’t Knock The Rock – Alan Freed (1921) 
died 20/1/65 

15
th
 Goodnight My Love – Jesse Belvin (1932) 
died 6/2/60 

15
th
 My Little Baby – Rose Maddox (1926) died 
15/4/98 

17
th
 Rebel Rock – Tommy Steele (1936) 

19
th
 Go To The Mardi Gras – Professor Longhair 
(1918) died 30/1/80 

20
th
 Pretty Little Pearly – Terry Dene (1938) 

21
st
 When It Rains It Really Pours – Billy ‘The 
Kid’ Emerson (1929) 

22
nd

 Waitin’ In The School – Rick Nelson (1946) 
died 31/12/85 

23
rd

 No More Doggin’ – Rosco Gordon (1933) 
23

rd
 Growl – Johnny Kidd (1939) died 8/10/66 

25
th
 I Like It Like That – Chris Kenner (1929) died 
25/1/76 

27
th
 Milkcow Blues Boogie – Scotty Moore (1931) 

28
th
 Willie And The Hand Jive – Johnny Otis 
(1921) 

28
th
 Bertha Lou – Dorsey Burnette (1932) died 
19/8/79 

29
th
 Sweet Woman – Edwin Bruce (1939) 

30
th
 Who Do You Love – Bo Diddley (1928) 

31
st
 Born To Be Bad – George Thorogood (1952) 

 
At the time of writing not much to look forward to 
on the live music front this month apart from the 
first two Saturdays in December at the 100 Club 
(1

st
 Mike Sanchez and 8

th
 James Hunter  - 

whoops! Missed both of them as we went to press 
a bit late this month. Sorry – H) James and band 
can be seen at the Swan in Stockwell on 
Wednesday the 19

th
. 
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A couple of blasts from the past for y’all: 
On 16

th
 December 1977 the Rollin’ Rock show 

roared into Rotherham. Two or three years earlier 
I had become acquainted with the King sides of 
Mac Curtis due to the issue of the Polydor 
Rockabilly Kings LP. I had also acquired the Ray 
Campi Rockabilly album on Rockin’ Ronnie 
Weiser’s Rollin’ Rock label which included the 
terrific twosome of ‘Caterpillar’ and ‘Play It Cool’, 
so a show starring these two original American 
boppin’ cats was too good to miss. To be honest I 
can’t recall a lot about their actual performances 
apart from being terribly disappointed at Campi 
remaining in the background whilst Colin Winski 
took centre stage, as I had expected Campi to be 
the frontman. Still, I did get Ray Campi to sign my 
record cover which was some recompense. (I 
remember a time when the illustrious Woods 
promised to get a Duane Eddy cover signed for 
me several years ago – I’m still waiting – H) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
rocking at the rna johnnie allen ticket 
4

th
 December 1991. Friendly impresario Dave 

Webb staged one of a series of hot rockin’ shows 
at Plaistow’s Royal Naval Association club. This 
one starred ‘Mr Promised Land’ himself, the 
wonderful Johnny Allan, accompanied by his long 
serving saxophonist Harry Simoneaux and a 
crack British band assembled by ol’ pal Dave 
Travis. A superb evening of stompin’ Cajun 
Louisiana swamp pop included Johnny’s rich 
vocal interpretations of favourites such as ‘Pardon 
Mr Gordon’, ‘Sweet Dreams’ and, of course, 
‘Promised Land’. I am sure that all of you who 
were present will remember this stormin’ night 
with great joy. 
 
Have a real cool Yule. 
 
Santa (bring my baby back to me) Wilkinson 
 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

Blues Estafette 

2001 
Utrecht, Holland 

17th November 

 
Clocks go back, short days, long dark nights, 
pretty depressing time of year. Luckily November 
possesses two great festival weekends to lift us 
out of our gloom. First along comes the Utrecht 
Blues extravaganza and there’s barely time to 
unpack before the Camber Sands Rhythm Riot 
R&B Weekender. 
 
Utrecht, of course, is a gem for the simple reason 
that such massive exposure for relatively obscure 
acts would not be possible outside of their areas 
of the United States. Kicks off on the button at 
15.00 hours (3 o’clock in English money – H) on 
Saturday afternoon running through to around 
03.00 hours on Sunday morning. One large hall 
along with a smaller hall above, 15 minutes turn 
round between acts, virtually every aspect is 
covered. Raw country blues with maybe just two 
musicians on stage, through to twelve piece soul 
outfits, with every kind of blues in between and 
this year, even doo-wop was well represented by 
the Calvanes. And yet rarely is there a problem 
with the sounds - those guys at Utrecht really 
know how to do it right. 
 
Big George Jackson had the unenviable task of 
warming up the main hall. Big George blew 
harmonica and sung in warm relaxed style whilst 
his three guitars and drums band provided tight 
accompaniment, running through a near hour 
long set which included ‘Hush Hush’’, ‘Call My 
Name’ and ‘Sugar Mamma’. 'Tales From The 
Woods' subscriber Mike McDonald suggested 
that Big George was one of the highlights of the 
entire festival. Well, what better recommendation 
can you get? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Big George Jackson  
 
Bobby Parker, who played two sets during the 
course of the event, was introduced on both 
occasions as Bobby “Watch Your Step” Parker 
which he did not perform during either set. Not 
the same Bobby Parker I guess. This one is a 
small dapper man, not over inclined to smile 
much, sporting what looked like one of James 
Brown’s cast off wigs. Bobby’s proficient lead 
guitarist led his band consisting of bass, drums, 
keyboards, saxophone and harmonica through a 
set which included ‘Born Under A Bad Sign’, 
‘Nuthin’ But The Blues’. ‘I’m So Glad I Found You’ 
and, by all accounts his biggest selling number 
‘Lick And Stick Them’. 
 
Delta Slim, dressed in off-cream bib and brace 
dungarees looked like Buddy Guy’s long lost 
uncle up from the country for a weekend in the 
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big city. Despite a set a little top heavy with over 
familiar blues standards (e.g. ‘Rock Me Baby’, 
‘Sweet Black Angel’ etc.) he sang and played with 
passion. I personally enjoyed him a great deal, 
backed up by an extremely tight outfit, including 
the brilliant Studebaker John trading licks with the 
Delta Slim man, as well as blowing some fine 
harp. 
 
Within minutes, Studebaker John plugged in his 
guitar, back on stage again (actually he was 
barely off it the whole 
weekend) this time to 
back up blues shouter 
Tommy “Weeping 
And Cryin” Brown. 
Certainly a very 
energetic act although I 
suspect his voice may 
have seen better days. 
A very strong start with 
‘You Gotta Deal 
Sometimes’ lapsing all 
too swiftly into hairy old 
chestnuts – ‘Every Day 
I Have The Blues’ 
(groan), Little Willie John’s ‘Fever’ performed 
perfunctorily. Tommy’s biggie ‘Weeping And 
Cryin’ had him running across the stage sobbing, 
falling down on his knees, thumping his fists on 
the stage floor – oh yeah, the full works. 
 
Lazy Lester is certainly no stranger to Utrecht as 
virtually every year he makes the trip. Even when 
he is not booked to appear he turns up anyway 
just for the fun of it. This year, like several other 
acts he was booked for two sets, the first of which 
I caught in the small hall. The man is better than 
ever and only one word describes the gig – 
stunning. My soul moved for the first time that 
day. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the first half of his act the great Louisiana 
blues man was acoustic, just accompanying 
himself on guitar with help from Fred Reif on 
washboard. The set kicked off with ‘Nuthin’ But 
The Devil’, proving from the outset that Lester 
was on top form. ‘My Home Is A Prison’, ‘Blood 
Stains On The Wall’, ‘New River Train’ – it just got 
better and better. Soon the band hit the stage, 
time to go electric, and sparks began to fly. I can’t 
ever recall hearing him in such great voice as he 

treated us to ‘Made Up My Mind’, ‘Raining In My 
Heart’, ‘Blues Came Knockin’ On My Door’ and 
‘That’s Alright’. Well, what more can I say? For 
me, personally, the highlight. 
 
Genial big fella with the wide grin, Classie Balou 
like Lazy Lester, also from Louisiana. Rich warm 
voice, some pretty tasty licks on his guitar and 
infectious stage manner which rubbed off on 
almost all of the audience. That is, apart from two 
plonkers standing next to me who turned up their 
noses at ‘Hello Josephine’ and ‘Bring It On Home 
To Me’. So Fats Domino and Sam Cooke ain’t 
blues… well piss off son! Get yourself an 
education, then come back and enjoy the gig.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presumably more suitable to the taste of this pair 
of blues purists was a number written by 
Studebaker John (yes, he was back on stage 
again) entitled ‘If I Had A Nickel’ which was 
performed brilliantly, as was Classie’s own 
‘Confusion’. The old chestnut ‘Things I Used To 
Do’ came alive in his hands, followed by a no 
holds barred rockin’ ‘Hey Bo Diddley’ which was 
obviously a step too far for our young purists – 
they split. Great, all the more room for me to bop 
around. I thought Classie was a knockout. Come 
back anytime. I’ll book you. 
 
My No.1 blues man, the late great Howlin’ Wolf ‘s 
piano man for fourteen years, Henry Gray, hit the 
stage at 21.15 (quarter past nine – H) with Lazy 
Lester backing him up on harmonica, along with 
Andy Cornett on bass guitar. I have seen old 
Henry before at both the 100 Club and the 
World’s End, Finsbury Park and the experiences 
have been wonderful. This time he simply just 
seemed to be going through the motions, lacking 
passion, pretentious even. Might be great for the 
yakking suits who hang out in the Ain’t Nuthin’ But 
bar trying to impress their chicks or business 
associates by being really earthy because they 
know about this Blues Bar tucked away in a West 
End side street but not for Utrecht though.  
 
Henry shuffled through his set with ‘Piano Rag’, 
‘Honey I Ain’t Going Nowhere’, both taken from 
his latest excellent CD but not translating well on 
the Utrecht stage. By now hoping things would 
improve as he introduced the song blues fans 
would associate with his late boss ‘Little Red 
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Rooster’. Fats Domino song book out for ‘I’m In 
Love Again’ and a sing along style ‘Blueberry Hill’. 
In quick succession along came ‘Lucky Man’, 
‘Depend On You’ and ‘Go Back Home’. Then 
back to groan time again wheeling out ‘Key To 
The Highway’, ‘Dust My Broom’, ‘Bright Lights, 
Big City’ and ‘What’d I Say’. Don’t get me wrong, I 
don’t mind hearing these songs yet again but not 
on autopilot. Sorry Henry, I wanted to enjoy it. 
What can I say? Sleepy. Perhaps I am being too 
harsh as Henry is no spring chicken and maybe 
he was not feeling well. 
 
Singing drummer and swamp rock legend 
Warren Storm, along with long serving lead 
guitarist with the late Clifton Cheneir, Little Buck 
Senagal fronting a band of by now very familiar 
Utrecht faces - yes you guessed it, Studebaker 
John had changed his suit and was back on stage 
blowing his harp. Opening up with ‘Jump And 
Shout’, Warren’s vocals clear and strong following 
up with ‘The Prisoner Song’. ‘Raining In My Heart’ 
was not a good choice as Lazy Lester had 
already done that a few hours earlier and no one 
could ever top his interpretation. ‘Lonely Days 
And Lonely Nights’ - so far, very good. Little Buck 
Senagal hit the mike - some nice licks but very 
predictable material. ‘I Play The Blues For You’ - 
a never ending stream of blues standards 
seemed likely to coast out the rest of the gig so I 
chose to exit. Besides, the Calvanes were about 
to appear downstairs on the main stage and 
nothing was going to stop me being there. Warren 
Storm has one of the biggest back catalogues of 
any act on stage at Utrecht and I must pose the 
question… why? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Actually, the Calvanes were about ten minutes in 
to their spot when I arrived – bad timing on my 
part folks. ‘One Mint Julep’, ‘One More Kiss’, 
‘Wonderful’. The latter sums up their entire act. 
Oh boy! This was doo-wop heaven. If anything, 
they were even better than they were at Hemsby 
a while back, simply because Utrecht’s sound 
system is as good as it gets, bringing out the very 
best in individual voices and collective harmonies. 
‘Don’t Take Your Love From Me’, ‘Casual Kiss’ – 
not only did the hair on the back of my neck stand 
up but also the palms of my hands and balls of 
my feet (not on the top of your head I bet – H).  
 

Briefly visiting the Coasters for ‘Smokey Joe’s 
Café’ before treating us with ‘Buzz, Buzz, Buzz’, 
and a Lloyd Price style ‘Stagger Lee’. The group’s 
halcyon days were recalled with Frank Zappa 
penned ‘Memories Of El Monte’ done in their own 
very personal way. Up popped ‘Sh-Boom’ and 
‘Crazy For You’ before a stunning acapella 
encore of ‘Up On The Mountain’. I need say 
nothing but “Stunning!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sweet soul man from the Carolinas, Kip 
Anderson was, for me, a revelation. Kip on 
keyboards and vocals, along with the ever-
reliable Fred James on lead guitar, bass, drums, 
organ, trumpet and saxophone with Foxy Lady 
giving back up vocals to the Kip man. Kicking off 
with a workout on ‘Let The Good Times Roll’ the 
set flowed effortlessly but increasingly soulfully 
with ‘Woman How You Make Me Love You Like I 
Do’, ‘ You Let A Knife And Fork Dig My Grave’, 
‘When I Do All Of This I Wish It Was For You’. 
The songwriter singing soul man sure don’t go for 
short titles. More words than you would get in a 
modern day soul dance song.  
Completing the highlight of his excellent set for 
me was ‘I Just Went Off And Cried’, also, 
obviously for 'Tales From The Woods' soul 
kitchen, man the highly respected Soulboy. At 
song’s end, I had to go in search of a mop and 
bucket as the man with the ramekin dish was 
ankle deep in his own tears. Kip mended our 
broken hearts with ‘Drinkin’ Wine Spodee-Odee’ 
and a duet with James Nixon on ‘Corrina Corrina’. 
Just as we were feeling better he tore us apart 
with ‘Tell Her That I Love Her’. Loved it – when 
are you coming back Kip? 
 
Utrecht 2001 was as good as any I have been to 
over the past five years. For me, personally, the 
Calvanes, Classie Balou and Kip Anderson joined 
Lazy Lester as the highlights. I missed James 
Nixon with the Fred James Allstars, Latimore, 
Wild Bill Pitre, Harmonica Shah and Amanda 
“Miss Candy” Kennerson with Tom Hunter and 
Rosco Cheneir for the simple reason that you 
can’t be in two places at one time. You want to 
know about any of the aforementioned you just 

have to ask those who 
were lucky enough to be 
there. Even the weather 
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was kind, sun shining and palm trees swaying 
gently in the breeze. 

 
Keith Woods 

 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 
 

ROY BUCHANAN: 

AMERICAN AXE 
Phil Carson 

Backbeat Books  pp 282 
£11.75 

Book review by Bill Millar 
 
This beautifully produced paperback biography of 
Roy Buchanan is just the sort of book I most like: 
there’s a huge range of first-hand sources, a 
discriminating eye for quotation and a lot of skill in 
shedding light on the man’s short-lived 
relationships with a legion of largely unknown 
musicians. It’s also hugely readable, almost 
mesmeric. 
 
Leroy Buchanan was born in Ozark, Arkansas in 
1932 but grew up in Pixley, California. At nine, an 
Army-stationed older brother sent him the money 
to buy a Rickenbacker lap steel guitar. He soon 
played it flawlessly and switched to Telecaster. 
Carson covers 1932-1955 in glorious detail but 
the next few years are less satisfactory. 
Buchanan ground out a living among the 
hillbillies, rockabillies and wannabillies that made 
up the substratum of the music business in Los 
Angeles and Shreveport. Carson discusses an 
Alis Leslie session without realising the record 
came out (“He Will Come Back To Me” on Era). 
It’s probably Buchanan’s first recorded solo and 
the NME’s Roy Carr thought it upstaged 
everything else on the “Hollywood Rock’n’Roll” 
album. Other work with the Heartbeats, who can 
be seen in Universal’s “Rock Pretty Baby”, makes 
for an enthralling read and Buchanan’s on-off 
relationship with Dale Hawkins is good fun too. 
But the records with Bob Luman get short shrift 
and there’s nothing on those with Merle Kilgore or 
Dale’s younger brother, Jerry (Buchanan thought 
Ray Sharpe stole the “Linda Lu” riff from Jerry 
Hawkins’s “Need Your Lovin”). 
 
Carson follows Buchanan’s odyssey to 
Washington, then Ontario (with Ronnie Hawkins 
who promised “more pussy than Frank Sinatra”), 
back to Washington and on to New Jersey with 
Bobby and the Temps. These periods are packed 
with fascinating detail. Ace liner note writers need 
to check this out; Ace have reissued Bobby 
Moore records (on Fantasy and Red Bird) with a 
lamentable lack of fax’n’info. But then Carson fails 
to discuss Buchanan’s records with Danny and 
the Juniors (dreadful shit apart from the guitar 
playing), Jersey Red, the tribute to Shorty Horton 

tracks on Vermillion or even Freddy Cannon. 
“Teen Queen Of The Week” (listen to the fade) 
preceded “The Jam” making it the first Buchanan-
connected Hot 100 entry. By 1968, Buchanan 
was in Maryland with Danny Denver a.k.a. 
Sammy Gowans. Denver’s album tracks are 
described as “trash” but Carson misses the 
singles. He knows that Buchanan recorded with 
the Perry Mates but, again, he doesn’t know of 
their discs on Markette, Lanar and Ca-Jo or that 
the session which features Buchanan (“The Kick 
Step”) came out on San Records. These 
omissions don’t, of course, detract from the page-
turning compulsion which the book engenders.  
 
In 1972 Buchanan seemed to come from 
nowhere though, actually, it was on the crest of 
articles in “The Washington Post” and “Rolling 
Stone” and a PBS-TV documentary called “The 
Best Unknown Guitarist In The World”. Right 
away, he was exploring instrumental anguish and 
pain to degrees that could only come from a 
serious emotional fuck-up. His many albums on 
Polydor and Atlantic have their moments (“Cajun”, 
“After Hours”, “Nephesh”) but they were too often 
saddled with mediocre singers. Carson is terrific 
on the major label shenanigans and all the crash 
and burn-out stuff. Buchanan was always better 
suited to anonymity than success. He’d been a 
sideman most of his life and nothing prepared this 
painfully shy and insufferably modest man for the 
day-to-day pressures that went with dealing with 
record company bosses or leading his own group. 
“This star business” he said “scares the hell out of 
me.” 
 
In 1985, Buchanan signed with Alligator where he 
sold enough records to satisfy Bruce Iglauer’s 
accountants. Roy thought “When A Guitar Plays 
The Blues” was simply the best record he ever 
made. I thought Alligator missed a trick or two; 
one listen to Buchanan’s version of “Jack The 
Ripper” convinced me that they should have 
recorded “Roy Buchanan Plays The All-Time 
Great Rock’n’Roll Instrumentals.” Unfortunately, 
vocalists were considered a necessity for airplay. 
 
If there’s a minor problem with this book it’s 
because Carson isn’t a Rock’n’Roll fan. He might 
have become one but he often lacks the 
Rock’n’Roll fan’s appetite for accuracy. He thinks 
“Suzie Q” cracked the Top 20 (it didn’t); that “A 
House, A Car And A Wedding Ring” was 
Hawkins’ last chart entry (it wasn’t); that “Willy 
(sic) And The Hand Jive” hit in 1956 (it was ‘58); 
that Buchanan played on Al Jones’ “Loretta” (it 
was John Jones); that Elvis remained on Sun until 
‘57; that Larry Knechtel is a guitarist (he’s a 
pianist); that Dick Clark owned Swan (he had a 
50% stake) and that “Slow Down” was written by 
Lawrence Williams (looks weird eh ?). What’s 
more, he doesn’t realise “Sweet Dreams” was 
inspired by Tommy McLain’s version. Overall, it’s 
plain that Carson, who is probably 20 years 
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younger than the average T.F.T.W. reader, came 
to Buchanan via Hendrix and had a lot of catching 
up to do. (I bought “Mule Train Stomp” from Lee’s 
stall in Cambridge Circus in 1964 - just blowing 
my own tired trumpet there). 
 
One more discursion: “Mojo” sneered because 
Carson “writes as a fan”. This is bullshit. Richard 
Younger’s book on Arthur Alexander attracted the 
same put-down. This sort of haughtiness can’t 
conceal the reviewer’s professional jealousy. Fan 
or not, “American Axe” is stunningly well-written. 
 
Incredibly, Roy Buchanan, who killed himself in 
1988, failed to make “Mojo’s” poll of “The 100 
Greatest Guitarists Of All Time.” For my money 
he was always far more convincing than James 
Burton. He could do it all: trebly rockabilly breaks, 
squealing harmonics, long, sustained notes which 
aped the steel guitar and the imitative screams of 
the Pentecostal church. Phil Carson is a guitar 
freak and he brings all this alive as passionately 
as any book I’ve read. 
 
Finally, the index is selective and the 
discography, by one Alan W. Scheflin, is a total 
disgrace. But the early photos, including pictures 
of Buchanan in Hollywood with Mickey Rooney 
and in Japan with Bob Luman, are just wonderful. 

 
☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 

 

Frolicks With The FunksterFrolicks With The FunksterFrolicks With The FunksterFrolicks With The Funkster    
Well, the festive season is nearly upon us - I can’t 
say I’m over keen. No doubt the airwaves will be 
full of Robbie Williams and Nicole Kidman singing 
‘Something Stupid’. Still, anything but Sir Cliff and 
his bloody ‘Mistletoe and Wine’. 
 
The Funkster’s just got back from a weekend in 
North Wales helping a nubile 42 year old 
celebrate her birthday. If you’re ever in 
Llandudno, check out The Cottage Loaf pub – a 
guy named Eddie Vincent (I kid you not) is the DJ 
there, mainly on Friday nights. The beer is good 
too. I’m up there again at Christmas. 
 
A new CD by Tony Bennett (Playing With My 
Friends-Bennett Sings The Blues) features some 
tasty duets with B.B. King, Ray Charles, Bonnie 
Raitt, Natalie Cole, K.D. Lang, Diana Krall and 
Kay (‘Wheel Of Fortune’) Starr. It’s very laid back 
but just great for late night or early Sunday 
morning. 
 
Our favourite female Linda Gail Lewis has a new 
CD released, ‘Out Of The Shadows’ on 
RMG/Grapevine. An album launch at The 
Borderline is intended for February 5

th
 along with 

a single ‘What A Beautiful Day’. 
 
Hey, has anyone noticed that a certain Charles 
Dale portrays Dennis in Corrie Street – what has 

our favourite ‘spin’ Doctor from sunny Woking 
been up to? Moonlighting again Charles? (Even a 
change of face – amazing what they can do with 
makeup and such these days). 
 
Fact File For December 
 
3

rd
 December 1977– Otis Blackwell releases an 

album entitled ‘These Are My Songs’ on Inner 
City records. The set includes his unique 
interpretations of ‘Don’t Be Cruel’, ‘Breathless’, 
‘Searching’ and ‘All Shook Up’. Is this the same 
LP that is currently doing the rounds on ABM over 
here? 
 
4

th
 December 1956 – Carl Perkins is in Sun 

studios in Memphis trying out material for his next 
45 (‘Your True Love’ and ‘Matchbox’) when a 
certain Mr Presley stops by to say hello to Sam 
and Carl. He’s introduced to a new boy on the 
label roster – Jerry Lee Lewis earning session 
money for Christmas. Years later an album 
entitled ‘The Million Dollar Quartet’ is released. 
Fellow Sun artist Johnny Cash comes by for a 
photo call but goes shopping with his missus – so 
far no recordings featuring the man in black and 
his friends have surfaced. 
 
6

th
 December 1877 – the first sound recording 

made on a machine invented by Thomas Edison. 
Charles Dale quoted at the time as saying “It’ll 
never catch on.” Edison shows him the door 
muttering “I’m not inviting him round for tea and 
scones again.” 
 
8

th
 December 1914 – Floyd Tillman 

singer/songwriter (‘Slippin’ Around’ and ‘This Cold 
War With You’) is born in Ryan, Oklahoma. 
 
11

th
 December 1944 – Brenda Mae Tarpley is 

born near Augusta, Georgia. Brenda is re-
christened Lee and is known as Little Miss 
Dynamite on Decca Records. 
 
11

th
 December 1946 – singer/songwriter Hank 

Williams records his first session for New York 
based Sterling Records. 
 
14

th
 December 1932 – Charlie Rich is born in 

Colt, Arkansas. 
 
14

th/
15

th
 December 1977 – Jerry Lee Lewis 

records his final session for Mercury Records. 
Amongst the songs he records are ‘Blue Suede 
Shoes’, ‘Lucille’ and ‘Sweet Little Sixteen’ which 
are included on his final studio set ‘Keeps Rockin’ 
in 1978. 
 
17

th
/18

th
 December 1955 – Carl Perkins in Sun 

studios recording ‘Blue Suede Shoes’. 
 
20

th
 December 1961 – Nat King Cole and blind 

pianist George Shearing record ‘Let There Be 
Love’ at Capitol studios in new York. 
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21

st
 December 1943 – guitarist Albert Lee born in 

Hertfordshire, Albert later to become part of 
‘Heads, Hands and Feet’ along with Chas Hodges 
and Tony Colton. 
 
21

st
 December 1977 – Bob Luman is in Nashville 

recording songs for Polydor – ultimately it would 
be his final studio date as he died a year later on 
27

th
 December 1978. 

 
27

th
 December 1931 – Winfield Scott Moore III 

born in Gadsden, Tennessee – he’s better known 
to his mates as Scotty. In 1954 he hooks up with 
a young truck driver named Elvis Presley and 
along with Bill Black… well, you know the rest 
(was his dad Winfield Scott Moore II? 
 
28

th
 December 1932 – Dorsey Burnette born in 

Memphis, Tennessee. 
 
31

st
 December 1924 – Rex Allen (the Singing 

Cowboy) born in Willcox, Arizona. 
 
Other notable and lesser events  
3

rd
 December 1973 – Bob Wills’ last session in 

Dallas, Texas with Merle Haggard - Wills having 
already had a stroke, suffers another. He 
eventually dies in May ’75. 
 
3

rd
 December 1977 – Soul diva Aretha Franklin 

pulls out of a three gig spot at the London 
Palladium. The shows are re-scheduled for later 
in the month. ‘Elvis In Concert’ (a double LP) is at 
the top of the Billboard Country charts. 
 
4

th
 December 1958 – Charlie Rich in Sun studios 

recording his ballad ‘Stay’. 
 
8

th
 December 1955 – Wanda Jackson records her 

final session with Decca Records in Nashville. 
 
10

th
 December 1949 – Fats Domino records ‘The 

Fat Man’ for Imperial Records – his first release 
on the label. 
 
25

th
 December 1959 - Father Christmas finally 

remembered to deliver the bicycle I asked for (H) 
 
Have a fun(k) time this Christmas. 

The Funkster 

☺      ☺      ☺      ☺ 

Winkles in the 
Mud 

A number of men, generally in the 55 to 65 age 
group, have ended up in hospital after attempting 
to make love to a vacuum cleaner, although their 
explanations are rarely so straightforward. One 
60-year-old was changing the plug of the Hoover 
when it mysteriously switched itself on and 
sucked him in. A 55-year-old signalman bent 

down to pick up his tools and caught his penis in 
the nearby vacuum, while another was merely 
bending over to turn the vacuum off when the 
accident happened. Bizarrely, all were in a state 
of almost total undress when their accidents 
happened. 
 
While enjoying an early morning swim, Brazilian 
Claudiomiro Marques decided to experiment with 
the sexual properties of swimming pool filters. 
Unfortunately, the structure of the filter combined 
with the degree of suction meant that his penis 
became jammed fast. Doctors were called who 
eventually managed to extricate him from this 
terrible predicament, although not before 
concerned bystanders had first contributed to the 
rescue procedure by attempting to demolish the 
wall of the pool. 
 
An Australian tourist woke one morning on his 
holiday in Thailand to discover his passport and 
money had vanished during the night. He cast his 
mind back, and the last thing he could remember 
was sucking on the nipples of a transvestite 
prostitute. After going to the police and making an 
embarrassing confession, the police were able to 
track down the perpetrator, who explained that he 
had used a tranquilliser on his nipples, a 
necessary subterfuge, as many sex tourists didn't 
drink. 
 
A Somalian trucker reported to his doctor wearing 
rubber incontinence pants, and claiming that over 
the previous month he had been experiencing up 
to 40 involuntary ejaculations daily. He believed 
his condition was brought on by chewing the drug 
Khat. A week later, he suffered total erection 
failure, and even lengthy abstinence from the 
drug failed to restore his sexual ability. His doctor 
believed he had used up his lifetime's supply of 
orgasms. 
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